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ABSTRACT

Operators in surveillance activities face cognitive overload due to the fragmentation of information on several screens, the dynamic nature of the task and the multiple visual or audible alarms. This paper presents our ongoing efforts to design efficient audio-visual alarms for surveillance activities such as traffic management or air traffic control. We motivate the use of congruent cross-modal animations to design alarms and describe audio-visual mappings based on this paradigm. We ran a preference experiment with 24 participants to assess our designs and found that specific polarities between visual and audio parameters were preferred. We conclude with future research directions to validate the efficiency of our alarms with different cognitive load levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Maritime or aeronautical surveillance systems allow the recovery and fusion of information from ships and aircraft (type, position, speed, etc.) for traffic monitoring purposes via a display device. In both areas, the priority for operators is to guarantee safety through the prevention and resolution of potential conflicts (risk of collision, breakdowns, etc.). In addition, the detection of abnormal behavior and the early identification of associated threats (disaster, illegal or criminal activity, pollution, terrorist act, etc.) are major challenges for all surveillance operators.

To carry out their monitoring tasks, operators rely on complex systems, mainly graphical, to represent all traffic on a map and perform operations such as filtering certain information or selecting an element to obtain detailed information [17]. The systems also include visual or audible notifications and alarms when one or more algorithms integrated into the systems triggers an event [1,17,22].

As with most surveillance activities, a major problem concerns the cognitive overload and underload of operators [15,26]. This cognitive load problem is mainly due to the fragmentation of information on several screens but also to the dynamic nature of the task, visual and auditory distractions as well as interruptions. This overload can lead to blindness or unintentional deafness [4,20] that prevents the perception of a visual notification or audible alarm when the user is overly solicited by the visual search for an element on the interface, for example. On the other hand, the phenomenon of cognitive underload, when traffic is calm, causes vigilance and attention maintenance problems that also have a negative impact on the quality of surveillance since operators can miss alarms.

Our goal is to rethink the design of audible alarms for surveillance by focusing on redundant modalities: instead of conceiving visual information and audible alarms as separate entities from monitoring systems, our approach consists in integrating several modalities in congruence with the sound to strengthen its perception and more effectively inform the monitoring operator even in cognitively complex situations.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

To support users reacting to dangerous or unpredicted events detected by algorithms, surveillance systems rely on audio or visual alarms. On one hand, visual animations are often used for helping users perceiving changes [24] or to shift their attention [13], [18]. On the other hand, audible signals transmit important information or alert users through an item requiring immediate attention regardless of where users’ current visual focus is.

The work by Gaver et al. highlights the ability of sound to provide useful information on processes and problems [10]. Several guides and experiments have been developed to guide sound interface designers to draw attention to and communicate the urgency of notification [14], [30], facilitate situational awareness of other operators [12] or for use in aircraft systems [22] or rail systems [23]. Texeira et al. [27] propose a gradual design of audible alarms allowing operators to distinguish the criticality level of alarms. The results of the implementation of such alarms suggest that more intelligible information reduces stress and the time spent verifying ambiguous cases or false alarms.

While sound interfaces offer potential benefits for monitoring activities, they are generally considered in isolation of visual components in current systems. Existing design guidelines rarely deal with their explicit combination, which would, among other advantages, improve situational awareness during change [24]. Our perception of the world takes advantage of all our senses and we constantly combine the different ways we understand and interact with our environment. One of the mechanisms we use to merge the inputs of these different channels is frequently defined as cross-modal interaction [25].

One of the main characteristics of a cross-modal interface is the transmission of information through two or more modalities, for example when oral comprehension is facilitated if the speaker’s lip movements are visible.

Research on multi-sensory experience often uses the term congruence or cross-modal correspondence to refer to non-arbitrary associations between different modalities and their consequences on the processing of human information. For example, studies have revealed cross-modal associations between high-pitched sounds and bright, small objects at upper spatial locations, and between low-pitched sounds and dark rounded objects at lower locations [21]. This cross-modal congruence was identified as relevant for interface design [8], [25], and exploited in particular by Hoggan et al. [16] who showed that the perceived quality of the buttons on a touch screen was correlated with the congruence between the visual
and audio/tactile feedback used to represent them. Other studies suggest that bimodal feedback can increase performance and reduce perceived mental workload [28]. To address the challenges faced by operators with notifications and audio or visual alarms, designing cross-modal signals seems like a promising way to improve both the quality and the quantity of information transmitted to the users even with cognitive load issues. In the context of air or maritime fleet control, operators are required to pass multiple medical checks, including vision and auditory tests, to be fit for the position. Thus, we do not consider issues related to color blindness or deafness in this paper.

3. CROSS-MODAL ANIMATIONS DESIGNS

Before designing new systems for surveillance activities, we first wanted to explore congruent audio-visual mappings for simple animations. We define an animation as a temporal evolution of one or more audio and visual parameters of a multimodal stimulus. The temporal evolution is driven by a modulation signal that will be mapped to one or many audio-visual parameters.

The stimulus is made of a circular colored shape and a sound produced with frequency modulation synthesis [5]. This stimulus is meant to be overlaid on any item that raises an alarm in a surveillance system. For instance, such an alarm can be triggered when an aircraft altitude is too low, or when two ships are not respecting the minimal distance between them.

3.1. An ecological approach

We follow an ecological approach to the design of the stimulus, i.e. relationships that exist in the world such as a bigger object produces lower resonances or the closer the louder when an object moves. This approach is inspired by the sonic finder [9], work in designing audio alarms for medical contexts [7] or background monitoring [6].

In our application domain, the congruence of visual and spatial position seems appropriate. Indeed, the spatial position of the items on the map is already used to represent their GPS coordinates so we can match the position of the sound source to the location on screen with sound spatialization techniques.

3.2. Criticity levels

Complex surveillance systems are likely to produce a multitude of alerts, with the possibility of them happening simultaneously. To resolve the conflicts, the operator needs to perceive the level of criticality and assign them the proper amount of cognitive charge to be efficient. Here we designed two criticality levels, low and high.

Sound and visual parameters offer several possibilities for creating appropriate warning scales. For instance fundamental frequencies, harmonic series, envelope shape and modulation speed can influence the perceived urgency of sounds [7], [11]. These results have several implications for our two criticality levels. First, high criticality sound use a higher inharmonicity ratio in the synthesis to produce more inharmonic spectrum. Second, we add distortion to produce higher frequencies that also enhance the perceived emergency [11]. Finally, the animation, i.e. the temporal changes, should be different so that the induced changes are slow and “round” for low criticality and fast and sharp for high criticality. We use two different modulation envelopes : a sine function for low criticality and a sawtooth function with doubled speed for high criticality. Figure 1 illustrates these two modulation settings.

![Figure 1: Modulation functions of animation parameters. Left: sawtooth. Right: sine](image)

Regarding the visual parameters, we decided to mimic several existing systems by using the color hue to encode the criticality levels. We use yellow for low criticality and red for high criticality. This choice is intended for the lab experiment setup as a common design guideline but should not be interpreted as fixed rule. We are aware that for an end-user environment experiment, the designers will have to compose with the limitations of the panel of colors available to them.

![Figure 2: animating the size of the shape](image)

The remaining visual, non-positional parameters that seem suitable to be animated are the size of the shape and its brightness as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The size of the shape creates a motion that can guide the users' attention [13], [18]. The brightness has the advantage of preserving the shape which can be useful when the shape communicates the type of ships or other relevant information. Regarding audio parameters, we decided to animate the amplitude of the sound source, the pitch, and the dry/wet reverberation ratio and the lowpass filter cutoff frequency.

![Figure 3: animating the brightness of the shape](image)

3.3. Congruent mappings

Based on the available parameters and our ecological approach, we propose four mappings between audio and visual parameters:

- **M1** uses size as visual parameter and amplitude as sound parameter. It mimics a moving object going back and forth.
- **M2** uses size as visual parameter and pitch as sound parameter. It mimics an object increasing or reducing its size which should respectively produce lower or higher sounds.
- **M3** uses brightness as visual parameter and the dry/wet reverb ratio as sound parameter. It creates a diffuse sound stimulus similar to a temporal blur.
- **M4** uses brightness as visual parameter and lowpass filter cutoff frequency as sound parameter. It mimics a fog that has a dampening effect on higher pitches [29].
4. PREFERENCE STUDY

Before evaluating the impact of cross-modal congruent alarms on surveillance tasks, we first need to validate our design approach. We conducted a preference study to better characterize subjective preferences on audio-visual mappings.

4.1. Hypothesis

We hypothesize that the ecological mappings should be preferred over non-ecological ones on both the associations between parameters and the polarity, i.e. whether an increase in the sound parameter should indicate an increase or decrease in the visual dimension [29]. For instance, size with pitch should be perceived as a better association than size with reverberation amount. Conversely, brightness with low pass filter cutoff frequency should be perceived as a better association than brightness with amplitude. Regarding polarity, we expect that the polarity suggested in M1, M2, M3 and M4 mappings to be preferred over opposites polarities.

4.2. Method

We ran an online preference test with 24 participants, 15 men and 8 women (M: 36 years; SD: 10.7 years) recruited with various research diffusion lists. One of them indicated being a professional in surveillance systems.

The first part of the online experiment introduces the tasks and indicates guidelines such as being in a quiet environment or wearing headphones before starting the experiment. The second part contains the tasks and the last part gathers information on the participants such as their age or their experience with surveillance systems and sound synthesis. The results were collected and anonymized before performing statistical analyses.

4.3. Task design

For each task, there is an animated visual (brightness or size) and a sound playing. The participant must rate the degree of harmony of the matching between the sound and the video. We followed a [2×4×4×2] within-subject design with 4 primary factors: VISU ∈ [SIZE, BRIGH], AUDIO ∈ [AMP, PITCH, REV, LPF], POLAR ∈ [NO, VR, AR, 2R], CON ∈ [CONT, DISC], as detailed below.

We tested two visual parameters (VISU): the size of the shape (SIZE) and its brightness (BRIGH). We tested four different audio parameters (AUDIO): the amplitude (AMP); the pitch (PIT); the reverberation ratio (REV); and the lowpass filter frequency (LPF).

Polarity (POLAR) is represented by the way one variable vary in association with another. There are two possible polarities: positive where both variables vary in the same direction, negative where variables vary in opposite directions. Based on those, we defined four orders of playing our audiovisual items: the visual variable is played forward and the audio variable is also played forward (NO), the visual is played forward and the sound in reverse (SR), the visual is played in reverse and the sound forward (VR), and both are played in reverse (2R).

We created two different conditions (CON) to challenge the robustness of the participants’ preferences. A condition will consist in one of the two modulation curves, i.e. the function controlling the animation. The modulation curve is either a sawtooth function (SAW) or a sine function (SIN) as presented in Figure 1.

These conditions create a set of 64 possible mappings. To avoid fatigue and concentration biases we created two sets of 32 items. The different parameters are fairly divided between the 2 blocks, and each participant will be randomly affected to one of them. Participants were presented all items in a randomized order and had to rate each of them as illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Example of an animated audio-visual item to be rated by the subjects](image)

The rating of the harmony of the association between the audio and the visual is done on a Likert scale, from 1 to 5: The lowest rating corresponding to “Strongly disagree”, then “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree”; and the highest rating “Strongly agree”.

4.4. Results

We proceed with a statistical analysis of the results, first for the global audio-visual mappings, then on more detailed variables with polarities or modulations and compared the results with our assumptions.

We first ran test preferences between each audio-visual possible combination with repeated measures ANOVA. The aggregated results of the possible audio-visual association without considering the modulation nor the polarity resulted in a neutral score for each mapping and none is standing out as statistically significant.

![Table 1: Significance of the effect of polarities for each mapping (bold = favorite polarity), and their mean score value.](image)

We then studied preferences between polarities with dependent Student’s t-test. The results indicate a significant effect of polarities on the users’ preferences. Table 1 shows the mean score of each polarity within each mapping, and the result of the dependent samples t-test between them. Every single test returned a significative result (p < 0.05) on the effect of polarity on the preference score.

The distribution of the score only between the preferred polarity of each mapping is presented in Figure 5. No visual variables are significantly preferred in association with Amplitude, Reverberation, and Low-pass filter. However, the pitch is significantly preferred (p < 0.001) when associated with size Size (M = 4.0) than with Brightness (M = 3.38).
We investigated the effect of the continuous or discontinuous modulation type with dependent Student’s t-test. In six out of height cases the mapping preferences were robust to the variation of modulation. However, the preference for polarities did vary depending on the modulation function for two of the mappings, both in the positive polarity setup. The Size and AMP association is preferred with the discontinuous modulation over the continuous one (M = 3.1 vs M = 2.3, p = 0.015). The Size and LPF association is also preferred with the discontinuous modulation over the continuous one (M = 3.3 vs M = 2.5, p = 0.015).

5. DISCUSSION

Our results show that for each possible audio-visual association, there is a preferred polarity. These preferences are consistent with our ecological mappings M1, M3 and M4 but not for M2, that associates a size increase with a pitch decrease. In fact, the opposite preference was observed. We believe that this might be due to the fact that size is a physical invariant in everyday life, thus making it unlikely to change dynamically. Cases involving size change might imply transformations such as stretching the object which might produce a higher pitch.

We assumed that size would be preferred with amplitude (M1) or pitch (M2) and brightness with the reverberation ratio (M3) or lowpass filter frequency (M4). While our ecological approach seems appropriate, the results of the study do not show preferences for specific associations between visual parameters and audio parameters expect for the pitch. Even if the polarity is not the one we hypothesized, users seem to favor an association of pitch with size rather than brightness.

Regarding the other associations, it is possible that the brightness and the amplitude can be related via an intensity metaphor. Similarly, the dry/wet reverberation ratio can also be perceived with an object moving further away in a reverberating room and because there is also a attenuation of the high frequencies with the distance.

Regarding the effect of modulation on polarities, we observed an effect of the discontinuous over the continuous one with the negative polarity for Size and AMP and Size and LPF. This might be due to the fact that synchronization perception is facilitated with a discontinuity.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Our goal is to design efficient audio-visual alarms to support fleet surveillance activities. We motivated the use of cross-modal congruent parameters interactions between sound alarms and visual animations, to improve operators’ reaction time, ease of use and localization of alarms. We proposed audiovisual congruence interactions based on an ecological approach and conducted an experiment to assess user preferences of the possible associations.

While the results do not suggest preferences for specific associations, we found that for each possible association, a polarity is significantly preferred. These particular polarities can be used by designers to combine audio and visual stimuli. To better characterize our design, we also need to validate our criticality level guidelines and to investigate the effect of congruency on attention-related tasks in a surveillance context.

We are currently setting up another study to assess the effect of these new interactions on operators’ reaction time and error rate against the existing alarm designs.

In our study, we only tested a subset of correlations between visual and sound that seemed the most relevant in our application domain but we are not excluding other cross-modal correlations to be promising and will further investigate these in future work. We are also concerned by the difference between an abstract warning signal designed in a lab, and an alarm signal in a professional environment associated with a strong mental representation [12]. For this reason, future work will focus on conducting field studies with maritime fleet centers and air traffic controllers.
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